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Tom the duck likes to hop.  Tom likes to hop up the hill.  

Tom wants to hop up the hill in the hot sun. 2



3

Who can hop up the hill with Tom?  Who can hop in the 

hot sun?

5

Ted cannot hop.  Ted is a little fish.  Ted must swim in the 

water.



4

Kim the pig is stuck in the pig pen.  Pat the rat is stuck in 

a box.  Kim and Pat cannot hop with Tom.

6

Beth is a fat cat and does not want to hop.  Jen the hen 

does like to jump, but does not want to jump in the hot 

sun.  Beth and Jen will not hop with Tom.
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Tom is not happy.  Tom is very sad.  The pig, rat, fish, cat, 

and hen will not hop with him.

9

Tim the dog does not like to hop.  Tim likes to run.  Tim 

likes to run fast.  Tim likes to run fast in the hot sun.
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Who can hop with Tom?  Tom wants to hop up the hill in 

the hot sun. 

10
Who can run in the hot sun with Tim?  Who can run fast?
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Kim is still stuck in the pig pen.  Pat the rat is still stuck in a 

box.  Kim and Pat cannot run with Tim. 

Beth the fat cat wants to just sit in the grass and rest.  Jen 

the hen does not like to run fast. 13



Ted cannot run.  Ted the little fish must swim in the water.

12

14

Tom the duck cannot run fast, but Tim can not hop. 



Tom can hop up the hill with the dog.  Tim can run fast 

with the duck.  Tom the duck is happy to hop with Tim 

the dog.  Tim the dog is happy to run with Tom the duck.
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Tom and Tim hop and run fast up the hill in the hot sun. 

Tim and Tom are very happy to hop and run in the sun. 

Tom and Tim have a lot of fun.16
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